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THE UNDERGROUND TROLLEY STREET RAIL"jAY IN 

Lthrough these pass copper conductors insulated with "Second, {raDY liquid whatever may be introduced 
INEW, YORK CITY. I mi.ca and tape wrapping (Fig. 5), one conductor for into the·bottle it is fatal, as showing it ruay, in time, 

The Metropolitan Traction Company, of thIs city, each contact shoe. Betweeu the ends of the conductors be refilled. 
having organized and put in operation their highly I and the shoes the connection is made by safety fuses, '! Another says if it takes ten or twelve hours to refill 
developed cable traction system, has now gone Ii step 180 that if too mufth current is put on, the burning out it, it is practicable. 
farther and installed an underground trolley system occurs at this point. ., Third, the cost must not exceed one cent. 
on part of its line, with the double view of work- At the present writing the I'ystem cannot be called .. Another says five cents. 
ing the portion of the road now eqnipped there- experimental in the usual seuse, as it has operated with .. Fourth, a perfect device in all respects is easily de
with by electricity and of extending it in the near uniform success for nearly an entire winter, as well as stroyed by boring the bottle, refilling it, and stop-
fUTUre to other portions of their line. during the less trying I'ummer weather anQ. the line ping up the hole, which may be readily concealed. 

For some reason the idea of an underground trolley is in daily operation and gives the greatest satisfac- " Another says that is no objection, as it would be 
system has been considered almost impracticable. tion. The ColuUlbu!' and Lpnox Avenue line is oper- quite as readily discovered as though a different bottle 
Up to the present. time the Buda-Pe8th road and a short ated from a power houge at 146th·. Street near Lenox were used. It would require an artist in the gla!'s line 
line known as the Port Rush road, near the Giant's I Avenue. Here there are installed two m ultipolar to do it so cleverly as to avoid detection; and it is rea
Causeway, in Ireland, are the only two roads which I dynamos, class B, of the Genpral Electric Company, sonable to suppose few, if any such, would be found in 
have actually eruployed an underground electric trol- I which at one hundred revolutions give a prel'sure of the business. 
ley succpssfulIy for any length of time. Great ditll- 300 to 330 volts each with an output of 1,200 amperes, .. Fifth, it must be impossible to extract the device 
culty has bpen feared from the entrance of dirt,: but in practice they have been speeded up to nearly from the bottle. 
moisture, snow, etc , into the conduit, destroying 150 revolutions, raising the voltage to 525. For each "Another says, provided the effort to extract it 
insulation, bringing about the formation of arcs, I dynamo there is installed a 1,000 horse power cross shall shatter the device so that its reinsertion, as a 
and involving other troubles. So true is this that a compound Allis engine with Corliss valve motien, ex- whole, is rendered impossible, such broken condition, 
number of ingenioul" systems for avoiding these trou-: hausling into th(l open air. To supply the engines or its utter abilence, would be patent indication of the 
bles have been devilled and have been operated with· therp are two Babcock & Wilcox boilers. each con- attempt or fact of refilhnent ; especially after the public 
Illore or less success experimentally, although they, I taining 100 four-inch tubel' 18 feet long, with 42 inch were aware that such a device had been adopted as 
naturally, are more complicated than the simple open druIDS � inch thick and 23 feet long and capable of part of the bottle." 
conduit. The Metropolitan Traction Company has I working at 180 pounds . At present cars are rUIl by It is pointed out that such contradiction is bewilder
adopted the system of the General Electric Company, electricity on this division from below One Hundred ing, and discourages invention at the very outset. The 
which is distinguished by great simplicity, depend-I and Sixteenth Street on Columbus Avenue to Lenox trade owes it to itself to .. formulate certain quaiifica
ence beiug placed more upon perfection of construc-I Avenue andOne Hundred and Forty-sixth Street, but tiolls," which may be easily recognized by inventors, 
tion than upon any especial design for its protection' ultimately it is proposed to extend the electric system and by which any new device shall be judged. 
from interference with its genpral working qualities. I to other roads in the city. The Eighth Avenue road In regard to the change in the shape of the bottle, if 
The conduit proper is of the typical construction used is the next one of the old roads to be equipped. It i t is the attractiveness of the particular bottle that sells 
for the c�blf> roads .

. 
This constru?tion has be?n fd-' I has been found that the con.duits do not accumulate \ the goods, th� Il:d�antage ga�ned does not warrant the 

lowed WIth the obJect of supplymg a condUIt for a . dirt, that the loss of current IS not worse than on an change; but If It IS the qualIty of the goods, it does. 
cable if the electric system should prove unsu ccessful I overhead trolley. and the conduit has proved to be If it will take not less than ten or twelve hOll!"S to 
or undesirable. Throu�h the conduit on each side 

I 
practically self-cleaning: req�iring to be swept out refill a bottle, i.t is .. practical as to that feature, be· 

the contact bars are carrIed by hangers. The contact perhaps two or three t Ilnes m a year, the natural cause an apprerlable percentage of sllbl4itution is o(�
bars are connected laterally with feeder wires placed' flushing of the rain doing the greater portion of the casioned by laZiness," and tbe vast mrjority would give 
just under the outer shoulder of the iron casting. c!eaning. It is made. of course, self-draining. up the practice if it consumed so much time. 
In the more recent portions of the installation, the Fig. 4 is a cross section of the clmduit drawn to illus- The cost of the non-refillable bottle should not be 
feeder bar is a wrought iron pipe 1� inches interior trate the relation of the cable and el�ctric systems. It measured by that of the ordinary kind. If its cost be 
diameter and 2 inches exterior diameter. The pipe is shows where the working and idle cable in the cable anything less than the cost of the present bottles, plus 
inserted in 3 0  foot lengths and bonded at the ends traction system are situated, and gives the position of the present loss due to their refilling, it is practical in 
with copper wire connections, bolted into the hanger. the parts of the electric system very clearly. regard to this feature. 
slots. These pipes can be seen in our view of the cross I Manholes are placed along the line, never less than As against the statement that it would be an easy 
and longitUdinal section of the conduit and also in Figs. : 250 feet apart. At them are placed sewer connections matter to bore a hole in the bottle, refill it, and Feal it 
2 and 3. for carrying off rain water. Over each insulator is a up again, it is urged that: 

The hangers, of one of which we give a section, handhole beneath the street paving blocks. easily "The easiest way to convince one's self that this ob
Fig. 2, depend upon a porcelain cup for their insula- reached by raising a few stones. jection is an error is to take the necessary tools and bot· 
tion, which cup is corrugated inside and out, and sits Each car is provided with two 25.horse power motors, tIes to any dealer, show him how to do it, and see how 
into a correspondingly corrugated cast iron cup, ra- With electric heaters and electric lamps, including long it will be before he can do it so cleverly a s to avoid 
ceiving in its central aperture the iron hanger rod, all headlight. ordinary observation. He would rather give up the 
being secured together by cement. To the lower end A very noticeable feature about the operation of the pl'actice'of substitution. Now, whether such a hole wpre 
of the hanger rod a socket is bolted, and to this the cars is their smoothness of operation. They start sealed with glass or by the paper label, it would be 
pipe, in its turn, is bolted, the end of the bolt in the without the jerk which is so pronounced on the cable readily discoverable by agents; who, knowing that 
pipe passing through a slot 1% inches long in order to roads, and the exten!!ion of the system to other roads there was but one way to refill it, would always look 
provide for expansion and contraction by heat and of the city will be a decided improvement on existing carefully for such evidence; and, if found, it would be 
cold. The head of the bolt is so shaped that it can be systems. The system is interesting also as not using a tangible evidence of the attempt at, or fact of, refill-

-introduced into the slot, w hen by a revolution of 90° return grounded circuit, so that electrolysis of water ment." 
the bolt is secured to the pipe as shown in our cut, and gas pipes will be avoided. The features which the trade demand as essential 
Fig. 3. The hanger bar is 1�� inches thick amI 9inches • '.' • are summed up as follows: 
long, and the lower semicircular socket is attached to Tbe NOll-refillable Bottle. First, the bottle must be made of a material that 
it by a swivel joint. This is the construction practi- Bonfort's Wine and Spirit Circular of January 10 will in no way taint the liquid. This precludes metal, 
cally settled upon definitely, subject of course to contains an exhaustive article on the above vexedqnes- rubber, celluloid, leather, etc., and limits us practically 
mino"\' changes if anything better can be evolved. tion frl'm the pen of a writer who signR himself J. C. to glass. 

The electrical contact apparatus. termed the" plow," 
I 

G. It opens with the remark that" for many years it Second, its operative parts must be protected so that 
is attached to the car body and is built up of sheet 

I 
has been the general belief that there has heen sys- they may not be interfered with, or made inoperative 

steel, with wood and fiber insulation, its form gen- tematically practiced a fraudulent custom of substitut- by means of wire or other in!!truments. 
eraBy being a parallelogram. When it is remembered jng an inferior grade of liquors in bottles originally Third. it must be impossible to refill the bottle by 
that the slot itself is only %: of an inch wide, it will be containing a superior bra.nd, resulting detrimentally submersion, or by shaking it so as to disarrange its ope
seen how accurately the plow has to be constructed to to its reputation, aside from proba.ble serious financial rative parts, or by forcing the liquid through the de
correspond thereto in size. Its sbank is -llf inch in loss to those whose output is deservedly in good re- vice by pressure within any reasonable time. Of 
thickness, giving a clearance of a little over Va· of an 1 pule." -. -. - -. _ .  course if it can be so constructed as to absolutely pre
inch on each side. To construct the shank two sheets It is recognized by thtitrade that the only effective vent the introduction of any liquid whatever by �aid 
of steel Ys of an inch thick are bolted together, and in way to prevent this fraud is to provide some mechanical means, it is UlOSt desirable; but if, on the other hand, 
the center and at the ends a central shoulder and end f device within the bottle which !'hall make it· practically it shall require 8UC1l a length of time to successfully 
pieces are inserted for keeping them % inch apart, impossible. A whole army of inventors have spent refill it as to preclude the probability of such attempts 
thus providing two passages between them of this I milch time and money in the attempt to provide this in the vast majority of cases, the device may be con
width and 3 inches long going all the way down. I much-needed device; but at the present time there ap· sidered meritorious; but it remains for the trade to 
This shank is 9� inches wide, and descends well iIlto pears to be no such bottle in the market as meets all express itself on this point. 
the conduit. On each side of the lower portion of the necessarily exacting conditions laid down by the Fourtb. the exit of tht! contents must be compara-
the shank are carried the contact shoe!', which are trade. tively free and not seriously impeded. 
seen in various views in our cut, especially in Fig. 5. "There have been so many devices submitted for ••••• 
These are casting!', each being 4%' inches by 2M inche!', approval, and invariably objected to for one reason or A $2,350 Dog. 
and %: of an inch thick. A single 8hoe is used on another, that the trade seems weary of being im- A record price for a dog was realized recently at the 
each "ide, although as many as three on a side havf>- portuned, and it iE gradually be�inning to consider the Birmingham Dog Show, at the customary sale by auc
been used experimentally. They are carried by lIheet idea impracticable and to regard in ventors as' cranks;' tion of dogs which had been claimed at catalogue price 
steel springs 2% inches wide, which press them ont- while the glass manufacturer!', having been surfeited by two or more persons. Mr. R. S. Williamson'" St. 
ward from the plow frame, as shown in Fig. 5. Under in the matter of making trial &amples, are free to ad- Bernard, Lord Hatherton, a young dog born in Feb
the influence of these springs they are pressed against mit they prefer not to be troubled by such work. and ruary last, which is said to be the best St. Bt'rnard 
the conductors with a pressure of about 7 pounds. if they can be prevailed upon to do the work at all, ever exhihited, was catalogued at $1,050, but, after a 
The upper ends of the springs are clamped in place by they do it at their ow n  convenience, which may mean spirited bidding, the dog was disposed of for $2.350 to 
bolts, wooden blocks and tiber sheet being used to in- a delay of weeks or months." Mr. Joseph Royle, of Manchester. 
sulate them from the plow frame. It is necessary that the inventor, in seeking to pro- ••• , .. 

The exact disposition of these parts is seen in Fig. 5, vide a non-refillable bottle, should have a perfectly THE !luspension bridge at Niagara Falls is to be re
The springs are held in place by compression and by clear conception of every detail of tb-e conditions which placed 'with a steel arch bridge, wholly contained with� 
the hooked upper end, which enters a mortise in the his invention is expected to meet. As the matter in itself, which will con8ist of a main arch span 840 feet 
wooden block. The fiber sheet is shown directly back stands, it is difficult for him to tell just exactly what long and two !lhore spans, that on the American side 
or to the right o! the detached spring. The �ame cut the requirements of the trade ar�. He is informed: to he 190 feet long and the span on the Canadian side 
shows a heavy sheet of fiber descending down frOlJl the .. First, that the present shape of bottles m ust not be 210 feet in length. The arch span will consist of an 
plow shank and between the springs to prevent any materially changed. open parabolic rib 26 feet in depth, with a rise of 105 
possibility of a short circuit. We have spoken ot tbe "Another tells him tildt thi!' is not a material objec- ! feet at the center. The roadway will be 46 feet in the 
channels tha.t extend through the shank of the plow; tion, provided the ret!ult is accomplished. clear. 
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1. End ,.I�w of condolt aod car conn""tion.o. �. InomlatlDJ( lOCket and b.aogt·r bar. 8. Contact bar and connection. •• Comparilon of electrk and cable lyIlteD... �. DetaJle of plow. 
6. Side view of car truck, motol"ll, IWd conduit. 

THE UNDERGROUND TROLLEY STREET RAILWAY IN NEW YORK CITY.-[See page 119.] 
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